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 pdf During this download Study you will learn how to perform the following tasks: * Create a raster design template. * Use the
Save As Template Wizard to convert the raster design to a template that can be shared with other AutoCAD users. * Create a

custom user interface to display the raster design and to perform raster editing. * Use the Design Property Inspector to review,
reset, or edit the design properties associated with the raster image. * Create a custom drawing template for use with the Design
Property Inspector and the Save As Template Wizard. This drawing template can be shared with other AutoCAD users. * Save a

custom template to an online template repository. * Use the Design Property Inspector and the Save As Template Wizard to
synchronize the raster design with the template. * Use the Design Property Inspector to modify the raster design properties. This
study provides all the information that you need to master raster design in AutoCAD. It will prepare you to use raster design in

your AutoCAD drawings, including: * The raster design fundamentals that support all AutoCAD graphics. * A detailed
overview of the raster design tools and commands. * An understanding of the raster properties and their use. * The ability to set
the design properties of a raster image. * The ability to save raster designs as templates. * The ability to convert the raster design
to a template. * The ability to use the Design Property Inspector to save and update raster designs. * The ability to synchronize a
raster design with a template. * A discussion of online template repositories. * The ability to create a custom user interface for
raster design. This is an optional study. If you choose not to learn how to perform the tasks and skills covered in this study, then
you can still use raster design by using the methods covered in other studies in this series. If you do this, you will not be able to
update your raster designs. You will need to learn how to save and update designs as part of this series of studies. While you are

learning how to use raster design, you will need to refer to other studies in this series. This series consists of the following
studies: Study 1: Raster Design Fundamentals (this study) Study 2: Create a Raster Design Template (this study) Study 3: Save

As Template Wizard (this study) Study 4: Create a Custom User Interface 82157476af
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